HDC-Z10000 / Specifications

Integrated Twin-Lens 2D/3D Camcorder

SENSOR SECTION

RECORDING SECTION

Effective Pixels

Motion Image

2 slots

SD Memory Card slot

9.15 megapixels (3.05 megapixels x 3)

Total Pixels

SD / SDHC / SDXC Memory Card

Recording Media

1/4.1" MOS Sensor x 3 x 2

Image Sensor

[2D] 6.57 megapixels (2.19 megapixels × 3) [16:9]
[3D] 6.21 megapixels (2.07 megapixels x 3) [16:9]

Recording Format

[2D] F1.5 (WIDE) / F2.8 (TELE)
[3D] F1.5 (WIDE) / F2.7 (TELE)

AUDIO SECTION

AVCHD 2.0 Standard (AVCHD 3D / Progressive) Compliant

Signal System*

[3D] 1080/50i, 1080/25p**, 1080/24***
[2D] 1080/50p, 1080/50i, 1080/25p**, 1080/ 24p***

LENS SECTION
F Value
Optical Zoom

Internal Microphone

Focal Length

[2D] 2.84 - 34.1 mm
[3D] 2.84 - 28.4 mm

GENERAL SECTION

35 mm Film
Camera Equivalent

CAMERA SECTION
Standard Illumination

1400 lx

Minimum Illumination

5 lx (iA mode ON: 1/30)

Focus

8.83 cm (3.48") 16:9 Wide 3D LCD monitor (1,152,000 dots)

View Finder

11.5 mm (0.45") 16:9 Wide EVF (Approx. 1,227,000 dots)

Manual Ring

Zoom, Focus, Iris

Manual Dial

3D Convergence

Auto / White Set / 3200K / 5600K / Ach / Bch
Intelligent Zoom

Zoom

[2D] 23x
[2D] HYBRID O.I.S. + (5 axis)
[3D] POWER O.I.S.

Image Stabilizer

Yes

Standard
AC Adaptor
Accessories
AC Cable

Auto / Manual

White Balance

XLR 3-pin × 2 (INPUT 1, INPUT 2)

LCD Monitor

[2D] Approx. 1.2 m (all zoom range), Approx. 3.5 cm (Wide range macro)
[3D] Approx. 2.5 m (all zoom range), Approx. 45 cm (Wide range macro)

Minimum Shooting
Distance

5.1 Surround Mic, Zoom Mic, Gun Mic, Stereo Mic

XLR Input

[2D] 29.8 - 368.8 mm [16:9]
[3D] 32.0 - 320.0 mm [16:9]

Motion Image

Dolby Digital 5.1 / 2 ch, Linear PCM 2 ch

Recording System

[2D] 12x
[3D] 10x

Yes
Yes

DC Cable

Yes (5,400 mAh)

Rechargeable Battery
Battery Charger

Yes

IR Remote with Lithium
Metal Battery

Yes

Component AV Cable

Yes

USB Cable

Yes
Yes

Lens Cap

* In PAL areas. 1080/60i, 1080/30p, and 1080/24p for 3D, and 1080/60p, 1080/60i, 1080/30p,
and 1080/24p for 2D in NTSC areas.
** 1080/25p is recorded in 1080/50i mode
*** 24p=23.98p
• Design, functions, and specifications are subject to change without notice.
• All monitor pictures are simulated.

HD Writer XE 1.0

Bundled Software

Main Parts and Controls
LCD Monitor
Convergence Dial
Menu Button

Iris Auto /
Manual Button
Speaker

Focus Auto /
Manual Button

Zoom Ring

Display / Mode Check
Button
CH1, CH2 Select Switches

3D Guide
Button

Audio
Control
Knobs

O.I.S Button
Quick Start
Button
Iris Ring

Focus Ring

White Balance
Button

BARS Button

USER 1/2/3 Button

Sub Recording
Start / Stop Button

Zoom Lever [ W / T ]

View Finder

Photoshot Button

Audio Input 1/2
Terminals (XLR 3 pin)

Headphone Terminals

Microphone
Shoe

Counter Button

Zebra Button

Intelligent Auto / Manual Switches

Counter Reset Button

Eye Cup

Card Slot 1/2
Recording Start / Stop Button
Power Switch
HDMI Connector

AV Multi Connector

Mode
Switch

USB Terminal

Sub Zoom Lever
Accessory Shoe
Input 1/2 Switches (MIC POWER +48V)
Internal
Microphones

Input 1/2 Switches [ LINE/MIC ]

Battery

http://panasonic.net/camcorder

HDC-Z10000

Professional Features

Professional-ism.
The Answer from Panasonic.

Triple Manual Rings
Zoom, focus and iris can each
be individually fine-tuned. This
allows delicate framing and
image composition to match
the photographer's intent.

The HDC-Z10000 leads* the world in officially supporting the new AVCHD 3D/Progressive

1.15cm/0.45" EVF
with 1,227,000-dot Resolution

standard. Even with its compact, handheld size, this advanced camcorder is filled with
original imaging technologies like the Double 3MOS System. It produces outstanding images
in both 2D and 3D. It also features the industry's shortest* close-up range of approx. 45cm for

Scene Custom Function

3D macro shooting, versatile manual functions that create the exact images that you want,

Up to six sets of camera setting data can be
recorded within the camera.

Intelligent Auto (iA) functions that make sure you catch every shooting opportunity, and a
powerful, HYBRID O.I.S.+**. This powerful camcorder is designed to single-handedly meet
the level of quality that is demanded both for 2D image production, and for the growing need

Function Memory /
Independent Control Buttons

for 3D image production.

Functions that are frequently used for recording
are arranged as separate buttons.

* As of August 31, 2011.
** For 2D shooting only. POWER O.I.S. for 3D shooting.

Color Bar / Zebra Pattern / 3D Guidelines /
Auto Iris / Auto Focus / White Balance and more

High-Quality Picture and Sound

Multi Format Recording
Select the recording mode from AVCHD 3D
(1080/50i, 1080/25p*, 1080/24p), AVCHD
Progressive (1080/50p), AVCHD (1080/24p,
1080/25p*, and 1080/50i PH/HA/HE)**.

3MOS Sensor
Red (R), green (G) and blue (B) colors are each
processed by a dedicated sensor. This makes an
effective pixel count of 6.57 megapixels*, to reproduce
colors that are highly faithful to the originals.

* Images shot in the 1080/25p mode are recorded as 1080/50i.
** In PAL areas. AVCHD 3D (1080/60i, 1080/30p and 1080/24p),
AVCHD Progressive (1080/60p), and AVCHD (1080/24p,
1080/30p, and 1080/60i PH/HA/HE) in NTSC areas.

* 6.21 megapixels when shooting in 3D.

Newly Developed Crystal Engine Pro Ⅱ

Based on the AVCHD format, which offers high
compression and excellent compatibility, this
new standard has been upgraded to AVCHD
3D, which uses MVC (Multiview Video Coding)
to record and play 3D images via the Frame
Sequential Method, and AVCHD Progressive for
progressive formats.

The HDC-Z10000 features the newly developed,
ultra-high speed Crystal Engine Pro Ⅱ. By using this
engine to perform high-speed processing of the
4K2K-equivalent pixels that are obtained with pixel shift
technology, superb Full-HD quality is achieved in
detailed images with minimal noise.

*XLR microphone is optional.

F1.5 Lens with Nano Surface Coating
This bright new F1.5 29.8mm* wide-angle lens
with 12x** optical zoom is ideal for shooting in
dimly lit places. It is the first*** handheld
camcorder to use a nano surface coating on the
lens surface. This dramatically suppresses ghosts
and flaring to render
crisp, clear images with
stunning transparency.
* 35mm camera equivalent.
** For 2D shooting.
*** As of August 31, 2011.

AVCHD Progressive Compliant
1080/50p Recording*
* 1080/60p Recording in NTSC areas.

Dolby Digital 5.1-ch Surround
Sound
Twin XLR Terminals
Linear PCM Recording

8.8cm/3.5” 3D–Compatible LCD
with 1,152,000-dot Resolution
Double 3MOS System

3D Macro Close-ups to approx. 45cm
The original stereoscopic lens structure and unique
O.I.S. technology achieve the industry's No. 1*
close-ups of approximately 45cm for macro
shooting**, while maintaining an equivalent 32mm
wide angle*** of view. It records images that were
conventionally difficult to capture, such as flowers,
food and small animals,
with 3D close-ups and
clear detail.

Two new, large-diameter F1.5 lenses and
two high-sensitivity 3MOS sensors (with an
effective pixel count for 6.57 megapixels*) are
independently mounted left and right, and
the newly developed Crystal Engine Pro Ⅱ

provides high-speed processing. This system
records extremely lifelike FULL HD 3D images.
* 6.21 megapixels when shooting in 3D.

3D Convergence Control
This function controls the degree of leaping
effects and depth to provide just the
amount of 3D effects desired.

3MOS
Image Sensor

Signal
Processing

Compatible with the New-Standard
AVCHD 3D

Right Lens
SD/SDHC/SDXC
Memory Card

(1080/50i*, 1080/24p)
* 1080/60i Recording in NTSC areas.

Left Lens

* As of August 31, 2011.
** Approx. 3.5cm when
shooting in 2D.
*** 35mm camera equivalent.

Parallax barrier control allows 3D viewing
with no special eyewear required. This
makes it easy to check
3D effects on-site while
shooting without having
to connect to a monitor.

3MOS
Image Sensor

Signal
Processing

Compression
Processing

The 3D Still Picture Recording Function
Lets You Shoot or Cut Out Still Images

Quick, Ready-to-Shoot
Features
HYBRID O.I.S.+*
The new HYBRID O.I.S.+* corrects the kind of roll
direction hand-shake that often occurs when
shooting while zooming
or walking. It lets you record
steady images under
various conditions.
* For 2D shooting only.
POWER O.I.S. for 3D shooting.

iA (Intelligent Auto)
With the press of a button, the subject's
condition is automatically recognized, and the
optimal settings are selected by the camera.

Quick-Start / Quick Power-On
The Quick-Start (0.6 sec) and Quick Power-On
(2 sec) functions allow shooting to begin almost
instantly.

Editing Feature
HD Writer XE 1.0
The included HD Writer XE 1.0 software makes it
easy to write MVC format FULL HD 3D images to
a Blu-ray Disc™, and edit cuts of 1080/50p(60p)
Full-HD images. Naturally, it also allows data to
be saved to a PC or SD Card.

3D film making with Panasonics HDC-Z10000

Product photo 2.
Timeline: 00:00:35
Focal length: approx. f = 10 mm (90 mm equivalent with 35mm format)
Convergence: approx. C35
Aperture: T=2.8 Shutter: 1/50 sec
Object distance: approx. 1.2 m

Timeline: 00:00:55
Focal length: approx. f = 20 mm (180 mm equivalent with 35mm format)
Convergence: approx. C60
Aperture: T=4 Shutter: 1/50 sec
Object distance: approx. 4.0 m

Timeline: 00:01:46
Focal length: f = 2.8 mm (25.2 mm equivalent with 35mm format)
Convergence: C30
Aperture: T=3.5 Shutter: 1/1000 sec
Object distance: Actor 5 m

examPLe 1:
out-of-sCreen effeCt

examPLe 2:
interview situation

examPLe 3:
aCtion sCene

A very strong negative parallax has been used for this closeup. The apparent window plane (screen plane) was aligned
with the front part of the ski binder using the convergence
dial. As a result, the ski projects a very long way out of the
picture. As the image is restricted behind the skier by the rising piste, this avoids problems of too great a positive parallax
in the background.

In order to be able to get „close“ to the actor in the interview,
the lens was zoomed almost fully in for this „typical“ interview
setting. The lenses were converged on the jacket so that the front
part of the face protrudes slightly from the picture. To enable the
viewer to concentrate fully on the actor and to avoid problems
with too much positive parallax, the picture was set up so that the
stone wall restricts the background.

Wide angle settings provide an impressive 3D effect.
For this reason, most action scenes are shot in wide angle.
The apparent window lies somewhat behind the front part of
the yellow rail. It therefore projects slightly from the picture.
The resulting unobtrusive infringement of the apparent
window at the bottom edge of the picture was consciously
accepted in the interests of better dynamics and a more powerful 3D effect. The selected focal length, the distance from
the object and the moderate convergence give no problems
with background parallax.

Product photo 1.

tHe PanasoniC
HDC-Z10000
is the first full HD 2D/3D prosumer camcorder featuring
numerous professional features and many manual setting
options to come onto the market. The HDC-Z10000 impresses
at first sight with its robust camera body, but most of all it
has plenty to offer from a technical point of view.

stereo base

Lenses/foCaL LengtHs

The observer‘s first glance falls on the double lens which,
with a fixed stereo base of 42 mm, offers a significantly
more powerful 3D effect than the 3D ancillary lenses
previously promoted by Panasonic in the consumer segment.

The two zoom lenses fitted make a very professional impression and provide plenty of latitude with a focal length
of 32 - 320 mm (cf. 35 mm film). Furthermore, with an
aperture of f1.5 (wide angle) and f2.8 (telephoto) they
are very fast and therefore well-suited to indoor recording
and low light situations. In addition, the lenses also enable
3D macro recordings to be made down to a minimum distance of 45 cm for the first time.

Product photo 4.

Product photo 5.

Product photo 6.

Product photo 3.

manuaL
settings / automatiC
For the first time, the Panasonic HDC-Z10000 provides manual
and very convenient control of the aperture, focus and zoom
with three separate adjustment rings directly on the lens.
(Product photo 3.)

ia moDe

ConvergenCe DiaL

autostereosCoPiC DisPLay anD 3D guiDe

Of course, the well-established ia mode (intelligent Auto)
continues to be provided with many automatic functions such
as auto focus and auto iris. The iA mode gives the beginner
valuable assistance, while ambitious 3D filmmakers will soon
discover the creative options of the manual adjustments for
themselves.

The dial which is so important for 3D recording is not located
directly on the lens but on the side of the camera body.
Marked with the abbreviation „Conv“, the convergence dial
enables the convergence of the two camera images - the
angle with respect to one another - to be adjusted, likewise
manually. Along with the stereo base, the convergence is the
decisive factor for a 3D recording and determines where the
apparent window plane (screen plane) for the recording lies.
(Product photo 4.)

The Z10000 has two further features to enable you to play effectively with the convergence. Firstly, the 8.8 cm autostereoscopic
LCD display which is concealed in the front part of the handle and can be folded out (Photo 5: Product photo „Display retracted“
and Photo 6: Product photo „Display extended“), and secondly the 3D guide, which processes the different camera parameters,
displays the comfortable 3D range and therefore ensures that you make 3D recordings correctly. (Product photo 5-6.)
The autostereoscopic display - which at the same time is a touch screen for controlling the camera menu - can have various
display modes. As well as 3D viewing without glasses (autostereoscopy), one camera image or a mix of the two images can be
placed alternately on the display, in which it is easy to assess the offset, the parallaxes of the images.

autostereosCoPiC
DisPLay
anD
3D guiDe

Product photo 7.

DIY solution. Small auxiliary lines under the display provide a constant reminder not to overdo the image parallax.

3D stabiLiZer
If you press the 3D guide button on the side of the camera
housing, particulars of the comfortable recording range for
monitors up to 77“ (white) or optionally 200“ (green) appear
next to the convergence (C value) on the display. This value
displayed by the 3D guide is a manufacturer‘s figure, which
can of course vary depending on the subject. If the focal
length and/or convergence are changed, then the recommended recording range for 3D recordings also changes.

With 1 million pixels, the sharpness of the display is in
most cases adequate for judging the focus. The camera also
provides a „peaking“ function where the objects in focus are
additionally accentuated.
If you do not trust the display because of the ambient
lighting, you can of course view the whole scene through the
viewfinder.

3D is movement. It is therefore a good thing that Panasonic
has provided the HDC-Z10000 with a 3D stabilizer. Although
this is not quite as good as the 2D version, you should certainly activate it when panning or holding the camera in your hand.
(Product photo 7.)

user buttons for 3D
(SeT-uP)

reCorDing anD
formats in 3D moDe

The user buttons are a great feature. each of the three buttons can be individually allocated a selected camera function
which can then be invoked directly, bypassing the menu.
Depending on your preference, frequently used functions such
as Focus Assist, 3D mode or Histogram are therefore available
at the press of a button. (Product photo 7.)

The camera is equipped with two 1/4.1 inch 3MOS sensors
which each record a full HD signal in accordance with AVCHD
2.0 standard or AVCHD 3D / Progressive. Thanks to two SD
card slots, you have a choice of either simultaneously creating
a backup copy (safety copy) or writing the two SD cards consecutively (sequential usage) when saving the data. (Product
photo 7.)

Product photo 8.

Zebra (beneFITS)

Histogram (beneFITS)

Another function from the professional sector is the so-called
zebra. In zebra mode, the overexposed parts of the picture (hot
spots) are marked on the display. This is particularly important for 3D, as overexposed - and therefore completely white
areas - no longer contain any depth information and irritate
the viewer.

Another function from the professional sector is the so-called zebra. In zebra mode, the overexposed parts of the picture (hot
spots) are marked on the display. This is particularly important for 3D, as overexposed - and therefore completely white areas no longer contain any depth information and irritate the viewer.

Controlling the brightness distribution between the two camera lenses with the help of the histogram (in the monitor screen at the bottom right).

Die XLR Audioschnittstelle
befindet sich
auf der anderen Seite.
(höhe Display)

Product photo 9.

Making of „fired up“

CoLor bars
ein weiteres sinnvolles Feature des Z10000 ist der Farbbalken. Dieses vom Camcorder generierte Testbild wird
üblicherweise nach dem Formatieren als Farbreferenz auf
die SD-Karte aufgezeichnet.

auDio funCtions
(TWIn XLR TeRMInALS)
The camera has an internal microphone which enables recordings to be made in 5.1 Surround and stereo. Two XLR ports also
enable professional audio equipment to be connected. The audio input can be manually adjusted with the help of miniature
control dials.

Making of „Fired Up“
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Shooting „Fired Up“ on the Stubai Glacier was an absolute
test of strength for the film team and the HDC-Z10000.

The film crew used two HDC-Z10000s for the camera test.

The A-camera was equipped to professional standards with a
compendium, an additional control motor and a follow focus.

In order to cope with the extreme lighting conditions on the mountain, only an ND filter (ND9) was fitted in front of the lens on
the B-camera, and the display was protected against direct light using a home-made shield.

The A-camera was used for all staged settings where maximum control was necessary, e.g. for interviews.

Making of „Fired Up“
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The B-camera was used for action shots on skis and for panning with the camera using the GlideCam. It was also used as
a 2nd unit camera throughout the shooting.

Spectacular jumps were also captured with the HDC-Z10000.
Here, freeski experts Roy Kittler and Florian Geyer cross a
kicker together.

Preparations at base camp on the Stubai Glacier. The equipment had to be transported on the mountain using a gondola.

Second day of shooting. Shooting had to be spontaneously moved to the valley due to wind speeds of 120 km/h prevailing on
the glacier. A rustic snack-bar and the Grawa Waterfall provided a great backdrop for atmospheric 3D pictures.

The spray from the waterfall made it necessary to continuously clean the lens. Just a single drop in front of the lens
destroys the spatial illusion.

Making of „Fired Up“
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The sun reflector was converted to an umbrella without
further ado.

Take 4. Full concentration from the camera crew.

Controlling the brightness distribution between the two
camera lenses with the help of the histogram (in the monitor
screen at the bottom right).

Preparing for the interview with freeski expert Roy Kittler at
the Dresdner Hütte. A wide-angle macro setting or, as in this
case, a long-focal-length setting with a minimum distance
of approximately four metres are available for shooting closeups with the HDC-Z10000. Here, a stone wall of the house
additionally restricts the view so as not to produce too great
a parallax of the background.

DIY solution. Small auxiliary lines under the display provide a
constant reminder not to overdo the image parallax.

The team from Saubere Filme after successful completion of
their work. Frozen through but satisfied.

tiPs & triCks
ks for 3D viD
viDeos
witH tHee HDC-Z10000
It is not easy to find the right settings for a 3D picture. Here
are a few suggestions and tips which will help you shoot
impressive 3D images with the HDC-Z10000.

keeP it CLean!
Check that the lenses are really clean before every shot.
Small specks, raindrops etc. on a lens cause massive irritation when watching 3D recordings. Cleanliness also applies to
the autostereoscopic touchscreen display This is because you
can easily miss dirt on the lens if the touchscreen is covered
in fingerprints.

move tHe Camera!
A change in perspective during a recording is important
information for our spatial perception and reinforces the 3D
effect of the image. In doing so, try to move the camcorder
as smoothly as possible. The HDC-Z10000‘s 3D stabiliser will
provide valuable assistance.

CLose-uP aCtion.
tHink in 3D!

finD tHe rigHt subjeCt. ttake your time.

Develop a story which will be shown to particular advantage
in 3D. Ask yourself where the added value of the story lies
and only use „Out of Screen“ effects selectively. bear in
mind that, as well as the spatial depth, you must also fill the
emotional depth of your story.

Find shooting locations which offer plenty of depth but also
enable you to confine the image. In this way, when taking close-up pictures for example, in spite of the fixed stereo base
of 42 mm, you can prevent the foreground and background
drifting apart and giving the viewer a headache.

To start with, you will need more time to find the right
settings. not only must the exposure and focus be right, but
the convergence must also be adjusted before every shot.
Check with the help of the 3D guide whether the convergence
setting you have selected is suitable for the viewer. Do not
worry; your working speed will soon increase with practice.

In spite of the relatively large stereo base, portrait pictures
can still be taken with the HDC-Z10000. use the 3D macro
with a minimum distance of 45 cm, or zoom in fully and choose a camera distance of approximately 4 m. Care is required
with both options however. The background must not be infinite as otherwise the parallax exhibited will be too large, i.e.
uncomfortable. The 3D guide will again provide assistance.

stage tHe PLayers
in sPaCe!

Don‘t be DaZZLeD!

Consider how and where you are going to put the people in
front of the camera. Have them come towards you moving
through the picture; place them next to one another or staggered etc. In doing so, put your 2D habits to one side.

back-lit shots can be very beautiful and atmospheric - this
also applies to 3D. However, try to avoid lens flare at all
costs! As the light strikes the two lenses at an angle of
incidence which is easily changed, the light is broken up
differently. Lens flares on the left and right camera image
then look different and irritate the viewer.

tv or Large sCreen
Cinema?

triaL anD error – imProve anD sHare.

While you are shooting, think about the size at which your
3D video will finally be shown. In Mode 1, the 3D guide
calculates comfortable parallaxes for displays up to 77“ and
in Mode 2 a setup for 200“ displays. Try to work within the
stated number of metres - then there will be nothing to stand
in the way of a pleasant 3D viewing experience.

Caution „risk of injury“!
Make sure that no objects which lie in front of the apparent
window are cut off by the image. In particular, objects which
protrude into the image from the side are perceived as irritating by many people and spoil the three-dimensional illusion
(window violation or apparent window violation).

Try different focal lengths and different convergences and
document your settings. In this way, you will soon get a feel
for what works well and what does not work so well. Gain
your own experience and share your knowledge with other
3D filmmakers. This is the only way for the 3D community to
grow.

Panasonic Deutschland
Winsbergring 15
22525 Hamburg
Tel. 040 / 8549-0
Fax 040 / 8549-2500
www.panasonic.de

Panasonic Marketing europe GmbH
Hagenauer Strasse 43
65203 Wiesbaden

HDC-Z10000
Caméscope Full HD 3D semi-professionnel
Enregistrements de qualité professionnelle en 2D et en 3D
Vidéo Macro 3D à 45 cm minimum
Fonctions manuelles pour régler les images au plus précis
Système audio avec 2 entrées XLR et compatibilité Audio PCM
Linéaire
Bague de réglage de la convergence 3D
Fonctions vidéo en 3D : Grand-angle 32 mm / zoom optique
10x

Caméscope 3D à double objectif pour des images de qualité professionnelle

CAPTEUR
Capteur d'image

2 x 3 capteurs MOS 1/4.1

Total Pixels

9.15 megapixels (3.05 megapixels x 3

Pixels effectifs
Vidéo

[2D]
6.57 megapixels (2.19 megapixels × 3) [16:9]
[3D]
6.21 megapixels (2.07 megapixels x 3) [16:9]

Photo

[2D] [3D]
7.08 megapixels (2.36 megapixels x 3) [3:2]
6.57 megapixels (2.19 megapixels x 3) [16:9]
6.87 megapixels (2.29 megapixels x 3) [4:3]

OBJECTIF
Valeur F

[2D] F1.5 (Grand-angle) / F2.8 (Télé)
[3D] F1.5 (Grand-angle) / F2.7 (Télé)

Zoom optique

[2D] 12x
[3D] 10x

Longueur de la focale

[2D] 2.84 - 34.1 mm
[3D] 2.84 - 28.4 mm

Séparation optique des couleurs Prism system

Equivalent 35 mm
Vidéo

[2D]
29.8 - 368.8 mm [16:9]
[3D]
32.0 - 320.0 mm [16:9]

Photo

[2D]
29.8 - 369.0 mm [3:2], 29.8 - 368.8 mm [16:9], 31.0 - 372.0 mm [4:3],
[3D]
32.0 - 320.0 mm [16:9]

FONCTIONS
Standard Illumination

1400 lx

Eclairage mininum

5 lx ( iA mode ON : 1/30)

Distance minimum de prise de
vue

[2D] env.1.2 m (ttoutes les focales), env. 3.5 cm (macro)
[3D] env.2.5 m (toutes les focales), env. 45 cm (macro)

Mise au point

Auto/ Manuel

Balance des blancs

Auto/ Réglages blancs / 3200K / 5600K / canal A / canal B

Vitesse d'obturation
Auto Slow Shutter ON

Modes 50p, 50i, 25p : 1/25 - 1/8000 s.
Mode 24p : 1/24 - 1/8000 s.

Auto Slow Shutter OFF

Modes 50p, 50i, 25p : 1/50 - 1/8000 s.
Mode 24p : 1/24 - 1/8000 s.

Iris

Auto/ Manuel

Zoom
Zoom optique

[2D] 12 x
[3D] 10 x

Zoom Intelligent

[2D] 23 x

Zoom Digital

[2D] 30 x / 120 x

Stabilisateur d'image

[2D] Hybrid O.I.S.+
[3D] Power O.I.S.

ENREGISTREMENT
Types de cartes acceptées

Carte mémoire SD : 512 Mo, 1 Go, 2 Go
Carte mémoire SDHC : 4 Go, 6 Go, 8 Go, 12 Go, 16 Go, 24 Go, 32 Go
Carte mémoire SDXC : 48 Go, 64 Go

Port de carte mémoire

2 ports

Format

Conforme au standard AVCHD 2.0 (AVCHD 3D/ Progressif)

Compression Method

[2D] MPEG-4 AVC/ H.264
[3D] MPEG-4 MVC/ H.264

Système

[3D]
1080/50i, 1080/25p**, 1080/24*,
[2D]
1080/50p, 1080/50i, 1080/25p**, 1080/ 24p*

Affichage de miniatures

20 miniatures/page, 9 miniatures/page, 1 miniature/page

Mode Photo
Format

JPEG (DCF/Exif2.2), MPO (CIPA-007-2009)

Rapport largeur/hauteur

16:9

Taille d'image

3 megapixels [JPEG], (2304 x 1296),
2.1 megapixels [JPEG], (1920 x 1080),
2.1 megapixels [MPO+JPEG], (1920 x 1080)

FONCTIONS AUDIO
Système d'enregistrement

Dolby Digital 5.1 / 2 ch, PCM linéaire 2 ch

Fréquence d'échantillonnage

48 kHz

Quantization

16 bit

Débit compressé

Dolby Digital : 384 kbps (5.1 ch), 256 kbps (2 ch), PCM linéaire 1.5 Mbps (2ch)

Internal Microphone

Micro 5.1 Surround, Micro zoom, Micro Gun, Micro Stéréo

Entrée XLR

XLR 3-broches × 2 (INPUT 1, INPUT 2)
LINE: 0 dBu, MIC: -50 dBu/-60 dBu (sélectionnable dans le menu)

Sortie HDMI

Dolby Digital, PCM linéaire

Sortie casque

Mini-jack Stéréo (diamètre 3.5 mm) × 1

Haut-parleur intégré

Type dynamique (rond)

FONCTIONS GENERALES
Température de fonctionnement 0 °C - 40 °C (32 °F - 104 °F)
Humidité de fonctionnement

10 % to 80 % (No condensation)

Ecran LCD

Grand écran LCD orientable 3.48" (8.83 cm) 16:9 (1 152 000 points)

Viseur

Grand viseur électronique 0.45" (11.5 mm) 16:9 (env. 1 226 880
points)

Bagues manuelles

Zoom, Mise au point, Iris

Molette de réglage

Convergence 3D

HDMI
Borne HDMI

1 terminal de type A,

Sortie HDMI

1080p, 1080i, 480p, 576p

Sortie HD SDI

Non

Language OSD

Anglais, Allemand, Français, Italien, Espagnol, Polonais, Tchèque,
Néerlandais, Turc, Suedois, Hongrois, Russe

Accessoires Standard
Adaptateur

Oui

Câble d'alimentation (AC)

Oui

Câble d'alimentation (DC)

Oui

Batterie rechargeable

Oui (5,400 mAh)

Chargeur de batterie

Oui

Télécommande infrarouge avec Oui
batterie lithium metal
Câble AV

Non

Câble composant

Oui

Câble S

Non

Câble D

Non

Câble HDMI

Non

Câble USB

Oui

Carte SD

Non

Stylet

Yes

Cache d'objectif

Oui

Logiciel fourni

HD Writer XE 1.0

NOTE

*24p=23.98p
**1080/25p is recorded in 1080/50i mode.
Les caractéristiques sont soumises à modification sans préavis.

DM2350D
DM2350D-PZ
MONITEUR TV

Basculez dans un univers en 3 Dimensions
grâce au 1er Moniteur TV 3D !

LED
3D

MONITEUR TV LED 3D

• Résolution: 1920x1080
• Tuner TNT MPEG 4
• Hauts parleurs: 2 x 5 watts
• 2 x HDMI (HDCP)
• Design Fin: 16.8mm
• USB Plug&Play (Photo / Audio / DIVX), D-Sub,
Composite, Péritel, Full Scart ,PC Audio In & Out.

MONITEUR TV LED 3D

DM2350D-PZ
ÉCRAN

ÉCONOMIE D’ÉNERGIE
23’’ (58cm)
16/9
1920*1080
250cd/m²
1000:1
5M:1
170/170
5ms
Oui

RÉCEPTION
Tuner TNT MPEG4 intégré
Mémorisation automatique des canaux
Message d'accueil
Balayage chaines préférées
Télétexte (nb de langues)

Oui
Oui
Non
Oui
Oui (31)

CONFORT
BluetoothTM
Verrouillage parental
Fonction Auto Bright
Horloge alarme réveil programmable (Led) (intensité lumineuse)
Mise en veille programmable
EPG (Guide des programmes)
Mode hôtel simplifié / Duplication réglages USB
Fonction télécommande multicodes
Menu Rapide
SimpLink (HDMI CEC 1.3)

Non
Oui
Oui
Oui
Oui
Oui
Oui
Oui
Oui
Oui

AUDIO
SRS Trusurround HD
Dolby Surround (X-Surround)
Auto Volume
Equalizer
Enceintes

Non
Oui
Oui
Non
2x5W

Oui
Non
Non
Non
Oui
-/-W

CONNECTIQUES
Prise casque
Entrée Audio/Vidéo
HDMI In
USB 2.0
Ci slot (PCMCIA)
Antenne
Péritel
Composantes YUV
(480i/480p/576i/576p/720p/1080i/1080p)
Sortie audio HP déporté
Sortie audio numérique
RGB In
Entrée PC Audio
Port RS-232 (service et contrôle)
Port RJ45

Oui
Oui
Oui (2)
Oui (Service / MP3 / JPEG/ DIVX)
Oui
Oui
Oui (1)
Oui
Non
Oui
Oui
Oui
Oui
Non

USB 2.0
USB 2.0 Quick View (Photo JPEG, Audio MP3)
Formats compatibles DivX HD

Oui
Oui

NORMES ET STANDARDS
UL
CUL
TUV-Type
SEMKO
FCC-B
CE
EPA
Vista Premium
TUV-Type GS
ISO13406-2
TCO-03
TCO-99
NEMKO
SWOP

Non
Non
Oui
Non
Oui
Oui
Oui
Non
Non
Non
Non
Non

ACCESSOIRES

CARACTÉRISTIQUES GÉNÉRALES
Norme VESA
Base détachable
Inclinaison
Pied réglable en hauteur
Pied rotatif
Couleur
Encoche Kensington Lock

Energy Saving
Bouton mécanique ON/OFF
Vidéo Mute
Intelligent sensor (IS)
Contrôle de l'intensité lumineuse
Consommation marche / veille

75x75
Oui
Oui / -5°
Non
Non
Noir laqué
Oui

Câble d'alimentation
Câble VGA
Câble DVI
Câble vidéo
Batteries
Télécommande
Guide d'installation rapide
Manuel sur CD
GENCOD

INFORMATIONS LOGISTIQUES
Dimensions TV sans pied (LxHxP en mm)
Dimensions avec pied (LxHxP en mm)
Dimensions TV avec pied + emballage (LxHxP en mm)
Poids Poids net TV sans pied en kg
Poids net TV avec pied en kg
Poids net TV avec pied + emballage

LG Electronics France
Paris Nord II - 117, avenue des Nations - BP 59372 Villepinte - 95942 ROISSY CDG CEDEX - Tél. : 01 49 89 89 49 - Fax : 01 49 89 88 69
Service client :
Pour plus d’informations : www.lge.com/fr

Oui
Oui
Non
Oui
Non
Oui
Oui
-

Ces caractéristiques sont soumises à titre indicatif et peuvent, dans un souci d’amélioration, être modifiées sans préavis.

Taille écran/image
Format
Résolution
Luminosité
Contraste original
Contraste DFC
Angle de vision (H/V)
Temps de réponse
Reproduction couleurs (RVB)

